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Profs
aim to
repel
cheating
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

senior writer

KEVAN MAC!VHt/jrapiicj niluf

Health Center expects effects from national deficit
*So are i
students I
expected to just
go home to get
, the vaccine
because JMU
has a deficit?"
— Hayden San Dvkr
junior

BY KATIE CHIROOTIS

staff writer
The University Health Center cannot
provide the usual number of vaccines
for faculty and staff this year because of
the deficit that has left the United States
with half of the expected supply.
"It is a fact that the flu clinic will not
run as scheduled," said Lois Kauffman,
administrator of student health services.
"The [Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention] guidelines have changed."
The CDC was notified on Oct. 5
that the Chiron Company, based in
Liverpool, England, had its license to
produce the flu vaccine suspended

under questions of vaccine quality. Of
the original supply of 54 million vaccines available to the United States, 30
million already have been used.
The Health Center only can provide
a limited number of vaccines. The total
number of vaccines that will be available
has yet to be determined, according to the
Health Center. Final decisions regarding
the vaccine will be made in the next few
days and an update will be posted to the
JMU Web site gate
indents
hope to find other options.
"So are students expected to just
go home to get the vaccine because
JMU has a deficit?" junior Hayden Van
Dyke asked. "What about kids who

live 10 hours away?"
Vaccines will not be available from
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, according to Deb Thomspon, associate director
of public relations and communications
for RMH. "As of today (Wednesday), we
don't have any vaccine," she said. Until
further notice, RMH employees and volunteers, as well as the public, must seek
vaccines elsewhere.
Options other than the Health Center
may include going through local medical practices. This may be difficult for
some students due to transfer of insurance information or a higher cost.
sttFLV.fgeS

SGA supports no-weapons policy
Bill of opinion passes by narrow margin
BY KELLY JASPER

senior writer
The Student Senate narrowly passed a bill of opinion
Tuesday, supporting the right
of the university to enforce a
no-weapons policy.
For more than an hour,
senators debated the bill,
introduced last week by
freshman Sara Lunsford. The
senator drafted the bill after
Keezletown resident David
Briggman filed a lawsuit challenging campus policy, which
doesn't make an exception tor
those who hold concealedhandgun permits.
"This is a bill to protect
student safety, to support the
right to have a weapons policy," Lunsford said. The non-

binding bill doesn't actually
ban weapons from campus
but serves as a representation of student opinion.
The bill was also passed
by the executive council
Wednesday morning.
Lunsford plans to petition trie Virginia General
Assembly to change state law,
specifically allowing colleges
and universities to ban guns.
"JMU has the right to make
a weapons policy," Lunsford
said during the debate. "A
few people have said that
having a policy like this violates the Second Amendment.
But the constitutional right to
bear arms is not unlimited by
the Constitution."
Briggman watched the
debate from the back of the

Senate until a senator yielded him time to speak.
"I'm not asserting Second
Amendment rights," he said.
"I'm saying that the state of
Virginia has granted me the
privilege — not the right —
to carry a gun on campus."
Regardless
of
the
Senate's decision, the lawsuit, scheduled for Oct. 20 in
Rockingham County Circuit
Court, is proceeding.
The bill passed by a narrow
margin, with four more votes
than the two-thirds needed.
The bill also required signatures from 10 percent of
the student body The final
count reached 2,701 students — 7 percent more than
^

Senate overrides Executive Council
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter
The executive council
of the Student Government
Association vetoed a bill granting the OrangeBand Initiative
money, but
the Student
Senate voted
to override
the
veto
^ '
Tuesday night.
Student Body President
Tom Culligan said the bill was
vetoed by the executive council for three different reasons.
The bill requested money both
for fall and spring action campaigns, which is not allowed

according to the SGA contingency rules. Also, the $200
requested was not in line item
format, which is required.
Lastly, the SGA was not certain
if the money would be spent
only on JMU students or the
nonprofit, nationwide'organization of OrangeBand.
"I still feel uncomfortable
with mine and my constituents'
student fees going to fund the
nonprofit organization," sophomore Sen. Brendan Travis said.
Kai Degner ('03), coordinator of OrangeBand, made
a distinction for the senators
between the JMU chapter and
mSGA.ptgtS
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CAROLYN WALSER un.* pMwuplwt
Junior class president Brttt Tlmmerman and Junior Ban.
Wesley Spancar spaa* with David Briggman, a local rasldant who la suing JMU for Its no-wsapons policy.

Culligan presents front-end budget reform process
Cox
news editor

BY GEARY

The Student Government Association
will begin reforming the process of funding front-end budgeted (FEB) groups
and providing funds to smaller groups
later this semester.
Currently, the largest groups, on
campus receive funding through the
FEB process. Such groups include the
University Programming Board, Student
Ambassadors, Panhellenic Association,
Inter fraternity Council and the Sports
Club Council.
Groups without PBB status currently
must apply for funds from a contingency
account on a piecemeal basis.
"The changes will provide more
structure on who will be a FEB group

and who stays FEB." said Student Body
President Tom Culligan. "We will also
avoid conflicts of interest and discrepancies between groups."
At present, the SGA appropriates its
own budget before allocating money
for other groups. Changes to the current system would place control of the
SGA budget in the hands of the Special
Advisory Council, an administrative
body that oversees the allocation of all
funds to the SGA.
"We have had a lot of trouble because
we allocate [the budget for other groups]
and we also allocate our budget."
Culligan said.
Additionally, the SGA will introduce
a FEB Advisory Committee to set benchsee FEB, page 5

Advanced technology, such
as calculators and cell phones,
has increased the opportunities for students to cheat on
college campuses.
"I'm sure that nobody
thinks cheating is acceptable,"
senior Meghan Marville said.
"But it's really unfair when 1
study hard for a test and then
find out that the girl next to
me got all the answers from a
friend in the other section of
the name course. It takes away
my motivation to work hard in
the class."
Marville said that, in her
opinion, the most common
example of using technology
to cheat on a test is to add formulas and other information
into a calculator.
"When I was in high
school, my teacher would have
to go around and look at each
student's calculator to make
sure there wasn't any information in it that could be used for
cheating," Marville said.
Physics professor Don
Chodrow said the physics
and chemistry departments
require that students use a
model of calculator that is not
programmable on tests. This
policy started a few years ago
due to student complaints
about how easy it was for
other students to cheat on
tests and quizzes.
Chodrow
also
serves
as a representative for the
physics department on the
Honor
Council,
Council
representatives
serve
on
heanng boards and committees
when selected for a case.
"I don't expect to run into
cheating in my upper-level
major classes," Chodrow said.
"You can't get that far by
cheating." He also said that
he expects to be able to trust
physics majors and doesn't
always stay in the classroom
when giving them a test.
Chodrow said when he gives
a test in a large class, he alternates
copies of the test to prevent students from oSeating off the paper
next to them. He hands out a yellow copy and a white copy. Each
test has the same questions but
in a different order. He also stays
in the classroom to "keep an eye
on things" for larger classes.
Business professor Donald
Musselman said he changes
his assignments every year to
prevent students from cheating.
If he and another professor teach
the same course, Musselman
said they give slightly different
assignments.
In the 27 years Musselman
has taught at JMU, he has
brought three cases to the Honor
Council and has dealt with one
case privately with the student.
There is new technology
available to professors to help
combat new ways of cheating.
According to China View, in
Bering a new device has been
created to detect cell phone
use within a 30-meter distance.
This will prevent students from
text messaging the answers of
questions to each other.
According to the state
universities of New York there
are over 24 sites where students
can go to purchase papers or
find answers. But professors
have ways to find out who
has purchased assignments
off the Internet. These sites
include
plagumsm.org
or
wordchecksystems.com.
There,
professors can type in keywords
or phrases and compare the
results to students' work.
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If you were a Disney
character, who you would
you be and why?
\MY PATERSON/pAiw nflur
A wind turban was put in place earlier in the week by the JMU Offlco of the Virginia Wind Industry
Collaborative. Rated at a one-kilowatt generating capacity, the turban will power monitoring equipment and flood lamps, soon to be installed.

he Tramp
because I'm a
record and get
around"

Dave Peshler
History
Sophomore

"I'd be Tigger
because he's a
ladies man ...all
the chicks love
Tigger."

DUKE DAYS

BY SHARON SCHIFF

Friday, Oct 15
On Oct. 15.16 and 17 OrangeBand's first ever benefit concert will feature hiphop, funk, rock and jam bands, food, crafts, art and an on site observatory.
Camping is included in the ticket price. This year, Spaghettifest returns to Mt.
Solon, but at a new venue in Stokesville. For more information visit
www.spaghettHest.com/st2-main.htmlll.

senior writ,:
Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported trie larceny ol a Delta Delta Delta 2004 composite
[group photo] horn a hallway in Greek Row on Oct. 9 between 3:30 and 8 a.m.

Petit Larceny
A JMU staff member reported the larceny of a hanging parking tag from a vehicle parked m W Lot on Oct 7 between 7:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

*
MhUSSACRONIN/

Property Damage
A JMU student reported the larceny ol a rear spoiler from a vehicle parked in
R8 Lot between Oct 7 at 3:45 p.m. and Oct. 8 at 11:05 a.m.
Attempted Arson
Unknown persons using an unknown device scorched the carpet in an attempt
to bum a square pattern in three locations in the halhvay of the second floor of
Oak House between Oct 6 at an unknown lime and Oct 7 at 7 a.m.

i imrributinii photographer

Total parking tickets smceAug 19: 5,843
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POLICE LOG

A JMU student reported the larceny ol a bicycle from Glflord Hall between
Sept. 17 at 8 a.m. and Oct. 5 at 5:30 p.m.

Computer Science
Sophomore

Photo/Graphics
Office:

Events Calendar

Sunday, Oct 17
The Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will be holding Holy Eucharist at
5 p.m The service will be followed by a home-cooked meal. All are welcome.
The Canterbury House is on South Main Street, across from the Quad and
Buffalo Wild Wings Any questions, please contact Mae at condonme.
Monday, Oct. 18
, JMU Freethinkers presents Darts & Pats on the commons (not affiliated
with The Breeze) from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Come out and support your favorite
presidential candidate Fifty cents per dart or pat.
Tuesday, Oct. 19
Israeli journalist Etgar Lefkowte, a Jerusalem correspondent from the
Jerusalem Post, will speak about what it is like to live in the Middle East as a
journalist at 8 p.m in Taylor Hall, room 306
Wednesday, Oct. 20
The Student Advisory Council for the College of Business (COB) will be host
ing the first annual COB majors fair from 4 to 7 p.m In Zane Showker Hall
room 205 The lair is for students who are looking for the business major that
Ms them best.

Total drunk In public since Aug. 19: 36

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper ol James Madtaon University, serves student and
faculty readership By reporting news involving tie campus and local community ThtBreeze
strives to be impart* and Mr m 4a reporting and firmly behaves n its First Amendment nghu

CORRECTIONS

Mailing address:

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone:(540)568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

A photo caption on page six incorrectly
used Laura Rauch as a senior photographer. The photo came from the Associated
Press
A news story in the Oct. 11 issue of The
Breeze incorrectly reponed the date of the
Student Senate meeting as Thursday. The
meetings are on Tuesdays.

You want to make a difference...
You want to help children...
You want a challenge...
You want to grow...
You want...
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Psychology, Social Work, Sociology,
Criminal Justice & Counseling Majors
Contact Career Services to learn more
On-campus interviews will be held
October 20, 2004
For more info or to submit a resume:
E-mail: itacv.DorterfffivoiUhvlll.g*. „,-,
Phone: 4)23-283-6513

Fax:423-283-6550

www.youthviIlages.org

SPANKrs

Live Reggde music (Every Wednesday)
» David Nardi Acoustic entertainment
(Every Thursday 9pm- 12am)

•Poetry Slam ( Every Sunday 9pm- 12am)
[Open Late Everynight
Plan your Halloween
18am-12am 7 days a week

Festivities around Spanks I
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Performer sings
about self-image

SGA holds toiletry drive
for AIDS community
The Student Government
Association sponsored an
AIDS toiletry drive on the
commons from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. Wednesday.
The donated goods will
be dispersed to people with
HIV/AIDS throughout the
Valley. Many members of the
community are also financially restricted, and many
barely can afford medication.
For those who did not have
the chance to make a donation
on the commons, donations
will continue to be accepted in
the SGA office in Taylor Hall,
room 203, for the next few
weeks Nonperishable food
items may also be donated.
For more information contact X8-6376 or visit the SGA
Web site at wwwsga.jmu.edu.

Harmony hosts National
Coming Out Day events
Harmony, JMU's gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender and allies organization,
hosted a table on the commons to celebrate National
Coming Out Day
National Coming Out Day
was started to commemorate
the 1987 march on Washington
for gay and lesbian rights. The
Human Rights Campaign
Foundation's theme for this
year's Coming Out Day was
"Come Out Speak Out Vote."
It encouraged gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender students to talk to their families
and friends about their lives.
Senior Kyle Barss, publicity director for Harmony,
expressed his support for people struggling with the tough
decision to come out
"We are here as a gay community, and will continue to
show our pride," Bares said.
Harmony focuses on helping people who are having
trouble with coming out. The
organization also emphasizes
the importance of individuality, and being comfortable
with personal identity.

Marching Royal Dukes
to host high school bands
The annual Parade of
Champions high school
marching band competition
will take place Saturday at 8
a.m. in Bridgeforth Stadium /
Zane Showker Field.
The competition is
sponsored by the Marching
Royal Dukes.
Forty-three bands are
expected to participate in
the event. They will compete in four classes based
on band size.
The bands will be adjudicated in music execution, music general effect,
marching execution, marching general effect, overall
general effect, percussion
and auxiliary units.
The Marching Royal
Dukes are scheduled to perform at 3:15 and 9:45 p.m.

Students encouraged to love themselves
BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
Self-esteem and self-acceptance were the topics of a concert
held to encourage students to
have a positive self-image.
Singer and songwriter Lisa Hunter performed in the College Center
Grand Ballroom Monday night.
Hunter has been performing
inspirational concerts in colleges
across the nation tor the past three
to tour years, trying to reach out to
with her message. Hunter
said she specifically gears her programs toward women.
Hunter said that she speaks
largely from experience, since she
suffered from severe depression
during part of her life.
"I felt like 1 was a bottomless pit
inside," Hunter said. Eight years ago,
however, her voice instructor said
that the only way she was going to fill
that hole was to fill it with self-love.
"I believe every person is radiNATHAN CHlANTELLA/pfcuortlttor
ant and full, and fifs possible for evLisa Hunter performs Inspirational songs aimed at women. Hunter has released four eryone to feel connected to their full.
albums. The last was entitled "Love Yourself Just As You Are' (2003).

Stuff editor discusses job
market for magazines
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

staff writer
The gear editor for Stuff
magazine addressed the challenges of breaking into the
magazine industry, and how
networking can be an essential link to a job like his during
a lecture Monday night.
Mart Schneiderman, who
has been working for the
magazine for two years, defines networking as "who
you know," how you keep
in contact with these people,
and how up-to-date you keep
with publication industry
news. Even if these things
seem more social than business oriented, Schneiderman
said that personal connections are fundamental to the
magazine business.
Eighty percent of job
openings are not advertised,
said Brycie Smith, president
of the JMU Association for
Women in Communication,
which sponsored the event.
This statistic does not leave
very much hope for the inexperienced job seeker, but
Schneiderman went on to
say that thorough networking can fill that gap.
"I was a little surprised
to hear 80 percent because
in publishing it is more like
90 percent," Schneidermann
said. He emphasized the only
way to beat these odds is to

persistently work at getting
your name out there through
forming these relationships
within publications
The other vital BU W-tion Schneiderman offered
to those looking to get into
the media industry was to
consistently pitch idea i. "In
magazines, ideas are currency," Schneiderman said
"There's no magic formula,
and the only way to get a
job in the magazine industry is to pitch ideas.
"As editors, we are the
easiest people to find on the
planet," Schneiderman s.ml.
as he pointed to the masthead
in November's Stuff.
He urged students to re
lentlessly e-mail editors from
magazines that interest them.
Even just a casual lS-minute
appointment with an editor
will n| someone so much further than sending in the generic resume," he said.
"Nobody cares il yen are
a guy or a girl, or even if you
graduated from college — if
your ideas are good, you M*
going to get a job," he said.
Senior Stephanie Yancome
walked away with confidence
in Schneiderman's ideas. "Even
though 1 am not necessarily going into the magazine industry
1 think that his a.Kue on networking would be applicable
to the communications nuliiv
try in general," she said.

«f PARTY LAND ft
Thinking of a Theme Party? We've got what you need!
• Halloween Decorations

• Balloon Bouquets

• Party Decorations including Luau theme
Receive 10% OFF your purchase
with college I.D. and this ad!

Terma: Ceeh or check tWh proper ID AN items sow
'■» i* -- wmareie" basis with no implied warranties ol
any kind given AH tales are Una! - no refunds For
additional Information, contact (M0) 568-6931
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Construction on campus continues
BY KATIE KELLOGG

contributing writer
Around Duke Dog Alley, construction is in
progress to connect the city's steam plant to
the JMU steam plant.
Mike Davis, JMU director of facilities management, said construction should be completed by mid-November. Because the Harrisonburg plant creates steam by burning trash
— which is cheaper than gas or oil, linking the
two plants will save the university money, according to Davis. Linking the two plants also
will allow JMU to send steam back to the C1SAT building in the event that the Harrisonburg
plant has to shut down for repairs.
Hitun* plans for expansion projects around campus include ■ new musk recital hall a new arts complex and an additional library by the College of Integrated Science and Technology buildings. Trie new
library would contain more scientific and technological resources than the existing Carrier Library.
The music recital building and arts center are
see CONSTRUCTION, page 4

AMY PATLRSON'pfcwo editor
Construction workers Shawn Artoofast
and Aaron SMfflett work outside- of Duke
Dog Alley to connect the staam plants.

Sorority to host game as fund raiser
BY MIKE GERRITY

contributing writer
I he rista of Delta Delta Delta hope to
quadruple funds raised last year as part of the
Tri-Delta Triple Play, a philanthropic softball
tournament, that has been opened up to more
organizations this year.
"We've really changed the Tri-Delta Triple Play around this Mar,' said senior Joy
i >/urovcik, president of Tri-Delta. "We've decided to add some great events to the week.
On top of our softball tournament, this year

there will be an a capella concert and a benefit
night at RTs Chicken & Grille."
The Tri-Delta Triple Play, which is to be
held Monday, Thursday and Friday of next
week, raises money for the St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
"The foundation helps children with lifethreatening illnesses, mostly cancer," said senior Sarah Curley, philanthropy chair for TriDelta. "As the hospital pays costs not covered
by a patient's insurance, it can be expensive
set SOFTBALL, page 4

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515

• On site Balloon Decorating
• Delivery Available

540 433 3994
Town Center (next to Heavenly Ham|
182 Neff Avenue Harrisonburg. VA 22801

JNU Surplus Sale
Items are pre-priced:
Electronic Equipment, Office Furniture,
Tables, Office Chairs, Audio-Visual Carts,
Audio-Visual Equipment Chalkboards, Small
Wardrobes, Computer Monitors, Storage
Cabinets, Oak Chairs & Much More

whole self," Hunter said.
Michele Cavoto, nutritionist for
the University Health Center said, "I
think a lot of women appreciated it,
they saw a light at the other side."
"1 liked hearing a young man
saying he hadn't thought about
how women view themselves," he
said of the discussion of different
perspectives.
Junior Erika Blinstrub said, "1
think [Hunter] was a unique performer and she had a good message
A lot of girls can relate."
The concert was attended by
males and females, as well as students and (acuity members.
Junior Jenny Fagerlund said, "Everyone needs to realize that they arc
as good as they are."
Hunter has released four albums.
Her first was released in 1996 and hex
most recent record was released in
2003 and is titled "Love Yourself Jusl
As You Are."
The Health Center, the Stop Eating
and Exercise Disorders team, the Evei
Body Is Beautiful umuiuliee and Sigma
Sigma Sigma sponsored the concert.

James Madison University
Surplus Property Warehouse
21 Warehouse Rd. Harrisonburg, VA

Friday, October 22,2004
7:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
LOCATOR Wl.ExM 2434Hwrt»r^^
South, go approximately 1 mile Aftet patting the?
Harrltonburg Pot! Office, turn left onto Warehouse
Road at the bock VA State PoMce building. Contmu
straight and tlgnt will be potted tor parking. Sale
located at the bach of Rockingham Warehouse

Radio Dispatched
Service to ell ma|or alrporta
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

University life brings
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance
in you life. Visit the website-, spirituality.com
sponsored by the Christian Science Church, in Boston-

Find comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365.
There is a branch church in Waynesboro. For information
or if you just need to talk, call'289-5154

/
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FEB: SGA makes plans
for FEB budget reforms

PH from
>
... . I1
FEB.
page

marks and goals (or FEB groups.
,i*sist with the FEB budgeting
process and make reports to the
SGA regarding the progress of
the FEB groups.
"Every two years, SGA reviews FEB status (or every
group." said junior Gina Maurone, SGA treasurer. Should a
group fail to meet objectives
set by the FEB Advisory Committee, the group would face a
status review and could lose its
right to FEB status.
"The.process gives everyone the emotional appeal from
the groups, but also the t.i.K
Irom the FEB Advisory Committee," Culligari said.
Reforms will include the
creation of program grants for
non-FEB groups. Culligan said
that groups could apply tor a
grant to host a large, "FEB-size"
program or event.
This will encourage groups
to plan for long-term events,"
Maurone said. To receive a grant,
a group or groups must apply a
semester in advance.

CONSTRUCTION: JMU
makes plans for future projects

*^

FLU: Shots may be
unavailable for most

Also under the proposal,
a non-FEB group only may
receive $2,000 from contingency funds in a year.
Culligan and Maurone also
will work to reform reserve
funds. Currently, groups who
receive money from the SGA
can hold leftover money in
a reserve account and use it
in the following year. One
group, Culligan said, has
$9,000 in reserves, but has not
operated for 10 years.
"We can't convince the administration to increase our funding when some groups are keeping money locked away so no one
can touch it." Culligan said.
It the resolution is passed by
the Student Senate, changes will
m into effect for the coming
budget year. A trial period of
two years is planned, allowing
the SGA to remodel and reconsider provisions proposed.
"1 love (the idea)." sophomore Sen. Brendan Travis
said. "Every problem I've
Mm within our budget system has been solved."

FLU. from page I

CONSTRUCTION, from page 3

"For now, there is not
much to add [regarding
|MU's vaccine situationl
until we hear from the
proper authorities," said
Dr. Jonathan Malone,
medical director and administrator (or student
health services.
Many students thought
that having as many vaccines as possible is important, ''considering we live
in such a close environment, especially in dorms
where 20 girls are sharing
one bathroom and you can
be living with up to two
other people in the small
vicinity of a dorm room,"
junior lessica Christ m said.
The CDC listed priority groups to receive
the vaccination first. Included in these groups
are all children aged 6 to
23 months, adults aged
65 years and older, persons with chronic medical
conditions and all women

who may be pregnant
during the flu season.
There are many ways
to prevent the spread of
viruses, such as influenza. Cleaning hands often
and coughing or sneezing into a tissue and then
throwing it away are obvious and easy methods
to keep from getting sick.
Avoiding close contact with those who are
sick or staying home
when ill also helps slow
the spread of germs.
Other students plan
to make it through the
flu season without available vaccines — just like
in other years.
If s a shot that puts the
flu virus in you. Craziness,
I tell you ... and it hurts,"
senior Lisa Torpey said.
"It doesn't really matter
if there is a lack of flu vaccines," junior Derek Kinzel
said. "Only the strong survive ... therefore I have
nothing to worry about."

SGA: Senate
overrides Exec.

BUI., from page 1

the national nonprofit OrangeBand.
"You need to think, do the issues executive [council memu~rs| had with the
bill really cause that big of a problem?"
sophomore Sen. Stephanie Cenco said.
"What would our constituents say if we
tell them we vetoed an OrangeBand bill
because of subtleties?"
The OrangeBand bill was the first bill
given to the Senate asking for money.
"Every organization on campus knows
that money is given on a first-come, firstserved basis," sophomore Sen. Ryan Powell soid "OrangeBand is doing everything
they are supposed to be doing right; worrying about money for other organizations
shouldn't be a reason not to pass this bill."
The OrangeBand bill was passed with
a two-thirds majority, overriding the exeCUuWl veto.

SOFTBALL, from ptge 3

SGA,from page!

even when they didn't
know what they were
doing," said sophomore
Sen. Ryan Powell, who
also was approached to
sign the bill.
"How many were given valid information of
what this case is about?
People didn't sign for the
right reasons,'' he said.
Lunsford said she
kept a copy of the bill
with her while asking
for ftigMtUftl
"The legal issues
aside," she said. "This
is a bill to protect Itudent safety and students support it."
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to be built across South Main
Street where the Anthony-Seeger
Hall building currently stands.
Anthony-Seeger Hall currently
houses The Breeze office, the
Bluestone office, WXJM, VVMRA,
the Center for Assessment and
Research and The Young Children's Program.
Fred Hilton, former JMU
spokesman, said he was uncertain
as to where the facilities that are
currently housed within Anthony-Seeger Hall will be relocated.
JMU auto has acquired the
land surrounding the Turner
Ashby Memorial off Port Republic Road at Neff Avenue.
The property will be used for
additional recreational fields.
There presently are no plans
as to what type of fields will be
built there, according to Hilton.
While Hilton concedes
that there may be a few nuisances to students as a result
of the construction, he believes that the positive results
of JMU's expansion outweigh
the temporary inconvenienc-

es students might face. "The
end result in the very near
future is that there are going
to be great improvements for
students," he said.
Some students however, expressed concern about the noise
and unsightly construction sites.
When freshman Megan
Lake came to JMU for her campus tour last April and for her
summer orientation, she had
some qualms about seeing all
of the construction. "At first I
didn't know if I wanted to be
around it," she said.
Now, Lake's opinion of the
construction has changed. "It
shows that they are trying to improve JMU, and — in the end—it
will be a good thing," she said.
For students like sophomore Danny Cohen, avoiding
the campus sprinkler system
in the mornings provides
more of a hassle than navigating around construction sites.
"As long as [construction
sites) aren't blocking off major paths, it isn't really much
of an issue," he said

SOFTBALL: Tri-Delta to raise money for St. Jude's

BILL: Some senators
question approach to bill
Lunsford needed.
To accurately reflect
the student body. Sen.
Lucy Hutchinson said
senators should vote on
student opinion.
"Vote for your constituents," Hutchinson
said. "This bill gives the
university moreday-today control. They'll tell
you why they signed
and it's because we're
more safe."
Still, some senators
questioned the validity
of the signatures.
"1 think people felt
pressured into signing
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(or the hospital to run —
about a million dollars a day.
"Nationally, Delta Delta Delta has pledged $1
million over a four-year
period. So far, we have
given $700,000 in only two
years," Curley said. "This
money is going to 'The
Teen Room,' a place for
the kids in St. Jude to get
away from the whole hospital scene."
The Triple Play starts
with an a capella performance with a set list totaling ten different acts. The
concert is in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre at 7 p.m. Monday.
"Even though the concert is new to Triple Play,
we're expecting a full house

at the show," said senior Julie
Cross, Tri-Delta vice president of public relations.
Wednesday night, RTs
Chicken 4 Grille (120 University Blvd.) will donate
20 percent of the total bill to
Tri-Delta. Those wishing to
assist Tri-Delta should mention the philanthropy effort
when ordering.
The Triple Play Softball
Tournament.
Tri-Delta's
largest event, will be held
Thursday and Friday from
3 to 7 p.m. on the fields next
to the Integrated Science
and Technology building.
"Last year all sororities
and 10 fraternities came
out to play," Dzurovick
said. "This year, we would
like to open the tourna-

ment up to all organizations. With the new teams
this year, we will be able to
quadruple last year's donations of $2,000."
Each team in the tournament has two Tri-Delta sisters
as team coaches.
All who make donations to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital will
be given a hospital wristband with the first name
and birthplace of a child
in the hospital.
"We want everyone who
helps to know that their
money is going to a good
cause," said Gross. "The
wristbands will serve as a
reminder that there is a real
child who is getting help because of vour efforts."
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JMU students should brush up on history
Judging from an informal survey done by The Breeze, students
need to brush up on their history.
The Breeze asked 20 students
five basic questions about our
school's namesake, James Madison, and while some people
answered without missing a
beat, more were thrown off by
the pop quiz.
The questions asked
for the name of
James
Madison's famous
VINO***?
Virginia estate,
what
number president he was, what
famous document is
he considered the father of, what
the name of his wife was and during what war he was president.
More than half of the answers received consistently were wrong.
Whether students never
learned or simply have forgotten
some of the basic history lessons
of their youth, it is important that
all citizens have a firm grasp of

i^TJ
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Cigarette tax
hurts economy
PATRICK CALLAHAN

contributing writer
Virginia's cigarette tax is now
20 cents per pack and, after July
1, 2005. it will rise to 30 cents per
pack. Less than four months ago, a
cigarette smoker in Virginia paid a
tax of just 2.5 cents per pack — the
lowest rate in the United States. Virginia is a state whose hentage and
traditions deeply are rooted in the
tobacco trade, and it previously had
refused to follow the trend amongst
states of raising cigarette taxes.
However, this mindset changed in
the face of a severe budget attifl
But is raising cigarette taxes the
right way to solve a rmdget crisis?
As unhealthy as it may be, smoking is an individual choice. In 2000,
400.000 Americans died of obesity,
second behind the 435,000 that died
from tobacco use, according to CNN.
Both obesity and tobacco list- are -*'lrinflicted harmful practices. Why isn't
there legislation to raise taxes on every Big Mac or Whopper in America?
Smoking is an addiction. To take
money from those people whom
our government allows to become
addicted seems more than unfair.
If smoking is such a bad habit, why
stop at raising taxes on it? Why not
make it illegal altogether? The answer is simple — an illegal product
cannot be taxed. Legislators believe
that raising taxes will deter people
from smoking. This may be true to
some extent, but once people are
strongly addicted to something, they
don't quit because the price to feed
their addiction goes up. Smokers
will stop buying the higher-priced
American-made cigarettes and start
buying cheaper, foreign-made ones.
Likewise, cigarette manufacturers
will stop purchasing higher priced
American-made tobacco and buy
more from other countries. Tobacco
growers — like those in Southwest
Virginia — who grow high-quality
tobacco will feel the hurtful impact
of the tax increase.
It now is a well-known fact
that smoking increases the likelihood of cancer. But this discovery
has not ended the habit which has
existed for centuries. Similarly, areas steeped in the tradition of tobacco growing have not given up
the crop, which has been so influential in their economic growth.
What will be done to protect the
tobacco industry that is vital to
so many of our nation's farmers
— Virginians especially?
There is no definite answer.
Rep. Rick Boucher, D-Va„ proposed a bill almost two years ago
that essentially would buyout the
tobacco industry at the expense of
U.S. cigarette manufacturers. However, this bill has not yet gained
enough support to pass, and President Bush has vowed to veto it if
it does. If a buyout is not the answer, then the federal government
must find some alternate means of
leveling the playing field tor to
ban o growers before the industry
is outsourced altogether. Cigarette
smoking may be a dying trend, but
it isn't fair to sacrifice the economic
well-being of those who legally
grow or smoke it in an effort to
solve state budget woes.
Patrick Callahan is an undeclared
freshman.

history, especially when attending a school that bears the name
of one of the founding fathers.
James Madison was one of
the more prominent members
of the Continental Congress
and Constitutional Convention
during the American Revolution, and — even if one is not
attending a school named after
him. He is an important figure
in American history.
Many students just roll their
eyes and do the minimum requirements to pass their history classes
before moving on to subjects they
feel are more relevant. Memorizing dates centuries old and events
their grandfathers don't even remember doesn't appeal to everyone. But the real importance of
history isn't contained in simple
trivia about old, dead men.
As hackneyed as it sounds,
the study of the past can help
show where the future will lead.
The same trends of economic
and population pressure have
motivated events for centuries

and the ability to accurately interpret current events in tbis
context can be valuable.
While such trends are not
always the most engaging of
topics, these trends and many
social factors have been historically documented to effect
things as diverse as fashion,
politics, warfare, sports, art, literature, morals and music.
History defines who Americans are as a nation and a culture.
Without a firm understanding of
its importance, it is impossible
to expect to fully understand
current events and what the future is likely to hold.
James Madison's life won't reveal all the mysteries of the war in
Iraq or current economic troubles,
but if s an excellent first piece in
an elaborate, relevant puzzle.
And by the way, the answers
were: Montpelier, fourth, the
Constituboa Dolley and the War
of 1812. More information about
James Madison can be found on
page 9 of this issue of The Breeze.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Government debt cut be beneficial
Mr. Rose's article on government borrowing
in the Oct. 7 edition of The Breeze is completely
incorrect in its dismissal of government borrowing as universally bad. Rose states, "a country
is not a business and, therefore, has no way of
recovering the cost of interest which is tied to
loans." A country does, in fact, have a revenue
source for recovering the cost of interest: Taxes.
Wisely used government borrowing grows a
country's gross domestic product and increases
the government's tax revenue by more than the
cost of the funds. For example, the Brazilian
Sovernment might borrow money to improve
le roads used by its soybean exporters. That
improvement in roads might allow soybeans to
be exported in greater quantity or at a greater
profit, thus increasing the country's tax revenue. Under the right circumstances, government borrowing should be viewed as a healthy
and welcome phenomenon.
If Rose believes that the U.S. government's
current fiscal deficit is unwise, that is certainly
a reasonable position. It is not. however, reasonable to argue that all government borrowing is
unwise.
David Salpeter
JMU Alumus ('98)
MBA Candidate
NYU Stem School of Business

Opinion section embraces all views
In Matt Keenan's letter on Oct. 7 in TV
Breeze, he states, "aiticles with a religious
spin do not belong in the opinion section." I
have to disagree; the opinion section precisely is the forum for discussion on exactly that
— opinion. The fact that someone's belief is
religiously oriented doesn't mean that it fails
to meet the standard for publication I am not
a religious person and do not share many of
the beliefs published in this section, but I can
accept the fact that other people feel the way
they do. The opinion section of any newspaper is, and should be, a forum for expression
of ideas that might not have another avenue
of reaching the general public. 1 can appreciate the fact that Keenan doesn't agree with
Goodman's views — neither do I — but let
me suggest to you that the next time you open
up The Breeze to the opinion section, keep in
mind that you may encounter beliefs that may
excite you, that may offend you, but — most
importantly — that will make you think.
Jonny Finity
senior, financial economics major

Variety important in opinion section
The First Amendment to the Constitution is
central to our democratic society. This allows
newspapers such as The Breeze to publish any
article they choose — even if that article might
offend someone. Brian Goodman's article on
Christianity and homosexuals seems to have
done just that. However, that is the beauty of
our society — we are able to read opinions of
many people on every subject.
There are many countries where people
are persecuted every day for having an opinion different from that of their government
If you were to ask these people, they would
jump at the chance to be able to read about
differences of beliefs and opinions. It scares
me to think that there are people in our free
and democratic society that would choose
one opinion over many.
It not only is disturbing, but also inexcusable that a member of the JMU community
would choose a newspaper that only provides one point of view. No one expects you
to agree with everything you read. However,
one should agree that every person has a right
to have his or her opinion heard. 1 do not agree

with Matt Keenan's letter in the Thursday paper, but I respect his right to be able to have his
opinion published. I would suggest that if you
would rather live in a society that dictates what
you are allowed to mink, act and read you buy
a one-way ticket out of America. Or — better
yet — I'll buy one for you.
Kristen Cunningham
senior, marketing major

Public religious statements acceptable
Matt Keenan says in the Oct. 7 edition of
The Breeze that "articles with a religious spin
do not belong in the opinion section [of The
Breeze]." His argument that there are just too
many opinions in this realm to print them
all falls very flat.
Many Americans of native birth, advantaged through a lifetime of liberty of conscience, increasingly are bigoted in the ostensible interests of "tolerance." They even have
constructed a so-called right to privacy in
public places, demanding that anv expression
of religion be removed from all public life, all
in the interests of preventing offense by people they see as religious zealots in the public
venues. As blatantly offensive as this argument sounds, it is all too prevalent in America
today, and it is growing in acceptability — a
good reason for The Breeze to print it.
Nowhere in our Constitution or any of
its amendments is there any such right mentioned. Under such restrictions, it would be
inappropriate to quote the Declaration of Independence that "we are endowed by our Creator with ... certain unalienable rights." Keenan appears not to want to hear such references
to that Creator. Happily, the First Amendment
clearly guarantees the freedom of the press and
the free exercise of religion — including in the
opinion section of The Breeze.
Secular bigotry against Christians in
America today is no more acceptable than
any other form of bigotry or discrimination
— and it's time Christians stand up for the
rights of conscience.
Jeff White
Major MSc
asst. military science professor

Relationships need not be long-term
It always is pleasing to hear of a professor
who has the influence to garner the respect of
his or her students. It is this personal relationship that has been lost in many classrooms.
Geoffrey Morley-Mower proclaims, in his
column in the Oct. 11 edition of The Breeze, it
is imperative women find out the interest from
her partner concerning the longevity of the
relationship. He goes on to explain that it is
important that women make the most of their
youth and years of beauty. This is i troubling
statement that is suggestive of a superficial and
archaic argument about the value of women. It
fails to consider other factors that play into the
attractiveness of women Many times, women
of college age are too entangled in the ideology
that they must be engaged before they graduate college. This is a dangerous thought.
College students need to embrace the opportunity to date a variety of people. One of
the easiest ways to discover who you an is to
find out who you are not. Sometimes there will
be relationships people enter into simply for
the delight of meeting someone new and sharing time together. These relationships may not
always lead to the chime of wedding bells, but
to discredit these relationships as pointless is
an injustice. Men and women need the opportunity to find out who they are and to grow as
people as a result of them.
Stephen Atwell
junior, psychology major

Column negatively stereotypes women
Geoffrey Morley-Mower opens an important subject in "Women's high expectations
cause heartbreak." However, his opinion seems
rooted in negative gender stereotyping and
male-bashing. Heartbreak really is a two-way
street that has no gender boundaries.
All men and women are bom with hearts
open to — and yearning for — the lesson of
love. Initially, we leam from our parents —
both father and mother. Over time, we leam
love from God and we leam that God is love.
Likewise, men and women both can be sexual without love. Leam the above lesson about
love and sexual depredation is not an issue.
Chuck DeHart
JMU Alumus ('89)
administrative faculty

Web site not accurate in evaluations
Students should know that what they see
on ralemyprofessors.com may not reflect what
shows up in student evaluations. The Web
site can overrepresent a small number of especially angry students, compared to all students making evaluations.
The JMU economics program student
evaluations use a 1-5 scale. A question for
overall "quality" asks, "Evaluate this professor in comparison with all other professors
taken," with higher numbers being better.
An "easiness" question asks, "Compared to
all other classes taken, evaluate the degree of
challenge in this class," with the numbers inverse to ratemyprofessors.com — higher numbers meaning "more challenge."
Over the last four semesters, my student
evaluations scores for lower level courses
have been 3.5 on quality and 4.4 on challenge
based on 358 students responding — equivalent to 1.6 on ralemyprofessors.com "easiness."
In upper level classes, I have had 4.4 on quality and 4.6 on challenge based on 47 students
responding — equivalent to 1.4 on ralemyprofessors.com "easiness." As of Oct. 6 on ralemyprofessors.com, my "quality" score was 2.6 and
my "easiness" score was 1.9, based on 31 students reporting. Compared to the full sample,
rrUVmypro/rssors.com sharply understates my
quality, but overstates my easiness.
I suggest that all official evaluation scores
be made public. Ideas about confidentiality
have become irrelevant since this Web site has
become available and been publicized by The
Breeze. It is better for students to have accurate
data on professors rather than the distorted
numbers that appear on ralemyprofessors.com
due to small sample bias.
J. Barkley Rosser, Jr.
economics professor
Kirby L Kramer, Jr.
business administration professor
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Husband search not point of college
BRIAN GOODMAN

staff writer
The numbers are in, «nd
they're good for Victorias
Secret: the ratio of females to
males at JMU this year is 65
to 35 percent.
This comes as no surprise
to anyone who actually has
been on the school grounds.
It doesn't take much to realize that there are two girls for
every guy on this campus.
The statistics present quite
a few realities that must be
dealt with. Girls' bathrooms
have even longer lines than are
typical The bookstore is entirely self-sufficient based on
sales of shorts with writing on
the butt The zoning board of
Harrisonburg has their hands
full enforcing archaic brothel
laws. And, most importantly,
it statistically is impossible for
every girl at JMU to meet her
husband at JMU before she
also meets her cap and gown
Since the advent of coed education, marriage has
been a school institution, and
very little has changed since.
There remains significant societal pressure on college-age
women to make a wedding
ring a graduation prerequisite, which means that a good
half of the female population

here will not marry a male
JMU student There just aren't
enough guys to go around.
This leaves the ladies in a
somewhat precarious position
The wise women bide their
time and wait for the men to
be men and come to them, or
they simply don't care. Many
look elsewhere to see where
all the cowboys have gone.
But the rest lessen themselves
to the status of meat hoping
at least one hungry man will
cross their path.
In order to be a more successful slab of beef, girls take
a two-step approach. The first
step is to accept a lower quality guy than they truly deserve.
It seems that many girls here
have reached the point that
anyone will suffice. Women
who should have been hold-

ing out for men instead will
settle for boys with arm hair.
The second step is to denigrate themselves by spending exorbitant amounts of
money on black pants and
tops which would have fit
when they were three years
old. Corsets have been replaced by the halter top. in
essence a wrap-around censor bar. Waitresses at Hooters are better protected from
the elements than that.
The natural result of women denigrating themselves is,
surprisingly, the denigration
of women. When women
dress like prostitutes and settle for "men" who are looking for prostitutes, they cannot be surprised when they
are treated like prostitutes.
It would be just as absurd,
as Dave Chapelle says, for
me to dress up as a cop and
then be shocked that people
expect me to help them.
All that pressure and pain
is to find "the one"— because
if girls aren't engaged by the
ripe old age of 22, they've
failed. It realistically is impossible for all of the girls who
try to find their husband here
to be successful, but there is
enough pressure on them that
they may die trying.
Brian Goodman is an undeclartd sophomore.
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A "thanks-*or- making- me- feel -like-a-littlekid-again" pat to the guy on the Quad who decided the only way to get his kite to fly was to
ride his bike in circles while holding it.
From a stressed out sophomore rtrtwho was reminded to sit back and enjoy the little details of life.

An "I'm-so-proud-of-you" pat to a certain
writer who has overcome her own problem
and now helps keep others from ending up
where she did.
From a senior girl who is grateful that your
strength and intelligence have allowed you to reach
out to JMU.

A "call-the-exterminator-already" dart to
the managers at Festival for not caring about
their mouse problem.
From a junior who actually had a mouse run
up his pants while watching football from a bean
bag on Sunday.

A "way-to-keep-us-on-our-toes"
dart to Pastrami's Deli for not actually
having pastrami on the menu.
From two physics majors who won't
lake things for granted anymore.

A "thanks-for-making-my-friendsfeel-safe" pat to the security guard who
knocked on their door in response to
three girls screaming from a tickle fight.
From an appreciative sophomore who
thinks anyone who hears a lady screaming
should see what's up.

A "spoon-on" pat to the JMU
Spooning Club — we are going to
rock campus soon.
From your godfather and ambassador
of the spoon.

SPATS
BY: PICKERING

RFD
BY: MIKE MARLAND
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THE NAME OFTrfc GAME.
NOWAD^Sl

LESSON/V1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

_. CORNFIELD
ACK f
miKDAY

4NDSUNLW

ADA8&&<KOO
Fran Cross Keys Rd., him east on Port Republic Rd Go 3.2 ri md mm Wl or Pir
Go 1.8 mi. and tan onto Vaiey View Rd. Go 1 mi. ComfieM on right
From Rt 33, Perm Laird, turn south on
Turn right on Pinevie Rd. Go 08 mi. and turn
From R. 340, tun M on Port
Go 23 mi. and turn on Goods Mi

wm
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CROSSWORD

SUPER CROSSWORD

2 for *10

ACROSS

2 Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas

I Act like a peacock
6 Had kittens?
10 Played the trumpet
16 Holbrook or Linden
19 Stadium
20 Marathon

Still hungry? Try our

New Papa's Buffalo Wings
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Sewed with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce
Ask about our

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Monday-Thursday
10:30 am-1:30 am

lunch and late-night specials!

433-PAPA

Friday-Saturday
mi-3:30 am
Suaday
10:10 am-l 2:30 am

433-7272
www.papajohns.com

We Accept

YES, YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
GREAT PRICE
GREAT LOCATION
GREAT SUE
GREAT SERVICE
GREAT PARKING
GREAT PLACE
Hnuiv

Tkp IMi

li

t

Acscptin
.1005-2006

APARTMENTS M

luired

if

Vlaiugcr
in aged by

wwAv.riicmill i|

email: tl

21 Not very often
22 Geologic division
23 "REQUIRES
MINOR REPAIR'
26 Free (of)
27 Touched up the ten
28 Range rope
29 Brawl
30 Bear's lair
31 Singer Tori
34 Opinion sampling
37 Latvia, once: abbr
40 Lucifer
42 Recede
43 Alex Haley book
48 "ONLY WORN
ONCB"
54 Schnabel or
Rubinstein
55 Up to. for short
56 Private
57 Opera hero, often
58 Illinois dry
60Mindyof"TheFacts
of Life"
62 "-Believer" ('66 hit)
63 Sens.' colleagues
64 Refuse
65-Cob.CT
66 Kelt of the comics
69 Observe
70 "ONE OF A KIND"
75 Numbers man?
78 Actress Ward
79 Spoil
80 Particles
84 Coarse file
86 Auto feature: abbr.
88 What have you
90 Secluded
92 Salad type
94 "Psycho" setting
96 Opening
98 Annoyed
99 "A FAMILY HEIR
LOOM"
103 Musical of
'Tomorrow"
104 Mineral spring
105 Bestow
106 Trigger-happy guy?
107 Notion
109 Clutter
110 Urban transport
113 Nutritional need
116 Fashionably
nostalgic
120 Ready for dinner
123 Poetic preposition

124 "AN ANTIQUE
TREASURE"
130 '75 Abba hit
131 Olympian
Gertrude
132 "The Seventh-"
I'56 film)
133 Tennis player
Richards
134 Big bang letters

135 Keys
IMMoonMullins'
brother
137 Imitation

DOWN
1 -Mateo.CA
2 Sherwood sight
3 Stalk
4 Brought to ruin
5 Sample the sauce
6 Actor Pitt

7 British dominion
8 Author Umberto
9 Augsburg article
10 Kind of cheese
11 Zhivago's love
12Smell-(be
suspicious)
13 Summarize
14 Architect's add-on
15 Salon supply
16"Mein-"
("Cabaret" tune)
17 Sutherland solo
18 Tramp's tootsie
24 The Brainy Bunch?
25"-Doubtfire"('93
firm)

29 Skunk in "Bsmbi"
31 Tall story?

95 Author LeShan
97 Arafat's grp.

32 Andy Griffith series
33Yoko-

100 Born

101 Middling mark
102 Nerd
36 Mississippi senator
108 Soviet cooperative
37 Exchange
109 TYim the turf
38 Start the slsw
111 Genie Francis role
39 Helicopter part
112 throat
41 TinycolnniM
113 Enthusiasm
42 Browning's bedtime?
114 Rock's-Butterfly
43 Iran's Abolhassan - Sadr 119 Heron's home
44 German port
117 Thornfield governess
46 Prongs
118 Slope
47 Optical device
119 AAA offerings
19 rsfepsstjc BOW)
120 Normandy site
50 Watch keepers?
121 Mozart's "-kleinc
51 In an engaging manner
Nacbtmusik"
52 Wrathful
122 Forest beauty
53 Celtic
124 I M. the architect
59 Tennis legend
125 Drivers' lies., e.g.
61 Barnyard critter
126 Say please
67 Dictator
127 Poseidon's domain
68 fall blooms
128 Aye opponent
71 Texas landmark
129 Actress Susan
72 Powerful people
73 Pablum variety
35 Supper scrap

74 Mythical monsters

75 Gullet
76 Turkish title
77 Clinton Cabinet member
81 Exclude
82 Drilling site?
83 Pool person
85 Down-to-earth affair?
87 Command at a comer
89 Praises
91 Guitarist Duane
93 Scolded

UASING

I

NOWTAKING RESERVATIONS FOR THE
2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30 - 5:30

Ki«8|
III 11

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600

MM. U.
_ig«IJI

IMdj

www.thecommonsapartments.com
438-3835

■ r * r i Mai

www.lbjlimlted.com

j ij i

www.southvlewapartments.com
432-0600

www.stonegateapattments.net
442-4496
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James Madison: father of the U.S.
Constitution, the smallest president
in history, one of this country's
greatest statesmen, teller of racy jokes and
the namesake of this university — an important man that, with a few exceptions, most
on this campus know little about. So here's
what all IMU students should know about
James Madison, even if only to avoid the
awkward silence that occurs when someone
asks a question about the name emblazoned
on shirts and hats across campus.
"Madison was essential to writing the constitution and the type of government we have,"
history professor Chris Amdt said.
Kevin Hardwick, also a history professor
said, "He's remembered as one of the central
statesmen who created our country."
Jack N. Rakove. author of "James Madison
and the Creation of the American Republic,"
writes that Madison, bom March 16,1751, was
the son of the wealthiest landowner in Orange
County, located in southeast Virginia. After spending his childhood there, he attended Princetim.
then named the College of New Jersey Hewed
Dolley Payne Todd. one of the most colorful and
welcoming first ladies in history, in 1794.
After college, Madison returned to his
family's Virginia estate. Montpelier, without
a career plan of any sort. Rakove writes that
Madison, a sickly child, alluded to his death
in correspondence from Montpelier with
a college friend while dealing with health

problems. Madison may have been a bit of
a hypochondriac, according to Amdt. As
Rakove writes, "His life was probably fax less
in danger than he believed."
he American Revolution called
Madison to politics, which resulted
in a career that included election to
many political offices and the chance
to help shape his country at the
Constitutional Convention of 1787.
"None of the 55 members of the
Federal Convention contributed more to
the framing of the Constitution than James
Madison," Rakove writes.
Madison's political career culminated
in Washington D.C., when he became the
nation's fourth president.
"Madison was not a great president,"
Hardwick said. He had difficulty dealing
with foreign policy and, at times, mishandled the War of 1812, but his popularity
remained high enough for him to win reelection by a huge margin. After his presidency,
Madison retired to Montpelier
So, Madison was a great statesman and one
of the country's founding fathers, but what was
he like as a person? If s difficult to tell.
"If s hard to breathe life into the maa"
Hardwick said. "He asked his wife to destroy
Jut personal papers [upon his death) and — to
our knowledge — she did."
Hardwick said Madison had his personal papers destroyed because he knew he

T

was going to be studied and wished for
scholars to concentrate on his political life as opposed to his personal
life. But there still are a few stories
on Madison's personal life.
Scholars may not know very
much about Madison's private life,
but they do know that before Dolley
there was Kitty Floyd.
"In the winter of 1782-'83, Madison
falls in love with the beautiful daughter of
William Floyd, 15-year-old Kitty. Madison
makes plans to marry her and she accepts
an engagement, but she breaks it off,"
Amdt said. 'Publicly, he makes no mention
of it
VI
II, but
uui privately
I
tie's heartbroken."
rndt said one Jeffersonian
scholar notes that Madison told
great jokes. According to Lee
Langston-Harrison, Curator at
Montpelier, in 1829 George Tucker
had this to say about Madison's lighter
side: "...his cheerfulness and amenity and
abundant stock of racy anecdotes were the
delight of every social board."
With light shed on the political
and personal life of the university's
namesake, students at JMU can rest
assured they'll be able to inform
anyone of the importance of the man
The National Intelligencer called "The last
of the great lights of the Revolution..."
— James Madison.

H

MA\^OM

UNIV./

0

Answer: Montpelier

Answer: 4

Answer: The
Constitution
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College Students:
Everyday Special
XL Cheese Pizza

Looking For Off-Campus Housing?

$4.99
pick - up or delivery

WE HAVE
APARTMENTS,
TOWNHOMES, AND

$5.99
delivery after 3pm
with college l.D.

HOUSES FOR RENT!

Flex Accepted
We Deliver!

Now 2 locations
to serve you!

$650 minimum

540 432 0200

540 801 8160

1762 South Main Street
I l.i11 isonbui n VA22801

22 Terry Drive
(Behind Kroger)

LISTINGS CAN BE FOUND ON THE
ON-CAMPUS LIVING LINKATWWW.IMU.EDU
1587 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
I BEST LOCATION (1 MILE FROM JMUl"
I

| Advanced &
i intermediate
Ballet

hair

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

BEST PRICES'

Michael Gwin is BACK teaching BALLET and POINTE!"

£ r*WflM
DANCEWEAR

rVI»der

1037 S. High Stri

$6.00 Haircuts

438-0166
BEST VARIETY!!!

ttww.dancinmQtlon-

BEST FACULTY

Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

•Looks //fee youm

• We Accept Flex
• Located one mile
fom campus

of this year

434-4844

33 West, Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

NVR. Careers that mean more...
Responsibility. Autonomy.
Training. Challenge.
Advancement. Freedom.
Strength. Satisfaction.
hi >tiur career. You should want .ewmhiog. TW >** rmironaoea*.TV
tfrnngrft oonif-any Ample oppornuiiUe* to them what won air made of.
Superior training. Ready jdv.u>trruem. I Aiijclblr reward* IOJ «mr
arroinplMhawnci. Vbu haw hig plans for younell You ihould join a corapaaw
who iimkntandi that Wr do
YmiihuHldn'tlHNciHWBii.
NVR piiiiarionab aaaunr miili,million dollar mporutbilitv. rarly in their
carerrs. They we empowered lo be key decMoiHnaLrn, but they don't do it
alone llwy ejijuy oMipreherunv. world-rlan ndnutg from one of thr I
honirbuiMrn in the nation.

Information Session:
Wednesday, October 20th
Time: 7pm
Mace: Sooner Reception Ho*
CortM- MH ri with mil
opnurtiiiuiiri!

lining iram

HIHI IAHU

ifeaui

OIK

nridng

Just how strong is
NVR, Inc. I
• Wtan the AM
largest
homebuilder in
the United Suite,

HBl ■'. i'-rfc«Mll»

Don't miss out again...

sign up with Ashby
for 2005-2006.

• We've built over
250,900 home,
since our
beginning in 1948.
• We are a
dominant
homebuilder in all
of our marhets.
• Annual revenues
exceeded
S3.5 biliion in 2003.

Opponuniua lor ill major, and degree area..

• Sates & Marketing
• Production Supervisor
•intemships
Consider tht growth uppununior. ai NVR. Inc.
• 90* ct our umnagrn are pronoirri from Ml
• Indtatr v-hra training urofratm
• Empowered, autoaomou. work culture.
• Starno4ini«h Jo* •aorta.oon.
NVR <areer» *pMi ideal i.
• Maryland • VIrpnI. . Wm VWjtni. • Permtytnaiia • No. V,,, I
• Ncwjenx-y • IVIawre • Ohio • Nonh IWuNua • South Crolin. . I.

vvww.nvnVK.com/corears

shby .

• We have the
highest Earnings
Per Snare growth
rate in the
industry over the
past 5 yean.

rossing

• We plan to double
oar site in the
next 5 yean.

An cowl opportunity employer

1/9/ Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

Jo, who do yo« wa*t bviUiirfj V** f«t»re1
NVHomes

^fiSffl

^MtaudrHom.

432-1001

INVRiasa
www nvnnc<orn/CQra«ra

Ctrmrm, I
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The next big step:
The agony of meeting
the parents
BY SYLVA FLORENCE

assistant variety editor
"Oh, so you must be so and so."
Although you may have been preparing for
this moment for some time, those words
still make your blood freeze, if only for a
second. Your clammy hand is enveloped in
a warm, firm, motherly handshake as you
step inside the door. The inevitable has happened. You're meeting the parents.
One day, your significant other will
say, "I'm going home this weekend, and
I'd like you to come."
The first day you and your special
someone finally got together — after
agonizing weeks of deciding who likes
who — you most likely weren't thinking
about the parental units. But, someday,
you will come face to face with the two
people whose genes contributed to create the person you love. That means they
had sex. But just try not to think about
that part.
Meeting the parents is like making
pasta. Once you know the ingredients
— what to say, what to wear (or not
wear) .and how to handle staying the
night at chez parents — you'll be as
golden as a wedding band. Then just
hope nothing boils over during dinner.
And — whatever you do — DO NOT
smoke on the roof or agree to anything
that with the words "lie" and "detector" in the same sentence.

Meeting the parents is like
making pasta. Once you know
the right ingredients... you'll
be as golden as a wedding band.
Then just hope nothing boils
over during dinner.
First, mind your P's and Q's. Keep some
degree of truth and honesty when dealing
with the family. That time when you "went
to Columbia to bring the orphans new
clothes and clean water, expecting nothing
in return" might make an impression. But
it might backfire someday when you forget
you said Columbia and start gushing about
Haiti. Telling the dad that your mom graduated from his alma mater also is a quick way
to gain parent points — until you can't rattle
off the mascot or the location of the school.
Now, realize that lying to the parentals
might not be the quickest way to win their trophy of acceptance, even if you can pull it off.
just be polite. Don't show off, and don't crank
up the wit too much. If the parents love their
child as much as you do, they'll realize the common thread and end up loving you, too.
Junior Carly Miller had another idea about
how to win parents' affection "Bringing a gift is
always a good idea," Miller said. "It shows that
you thought of them before you came over."
Pull out all the stops if the visit includes a
stay in your love's childhood home. Bring your
most conservative pajamas and, this is an obvious one, reserve all long and short displays
of affection for outside the immediate proximity of the parents' bedroom. If you are daring
enough to spend time in your darling's bedroom, leave the door open. Mom "innocently"
will walk by several times, and she'll be pacified if she can look in and see that your shirt is
still on and his hands are on his lap.
The level of physical involvement can play
an important role in how parents' view their
offspring's significant others, Miller said.
"My ex-boyfriend's mom hated me
until she found out we weren't sleeping
together," Miller said.
Once the whole ordeal is over and
you've passed through the weekend/evening unscathed, your relationship with
your honey most likely will have progressed to a new level. And, if you had
the foresight, you walked away with some
baby pictures for blackmail — just in case
your parents don't like your date.

BY CARA

PUOLIUB

•

contributing writer
What do a ^iant sculpture, a collection of
prints and a comic strip all have in common?
Each are inspiring new exhibits featured at Zirkle
i louse ii>r the next two w
Senior Marin Abell presents his sculpture in
the Artwork-. Cillery, the tirst room ot Zirkle
House. Stepping through the door, the distinctive
smells of paint, glue and wood greet the viewer
— evidence thai some heavy construction has
gone on. Abell's untitled exhibit reached nearly
to the top of the ceiling, giving the work a giant
presence in the nx>m.
The exhibit is made of a wooden frame
with various objects, such as plaster and loam
worked into the frame, -is well as spilling out
ot it onto the floor, I'lements to look for in his
work include shotgun shells, foam insulation,
a plastic croquet mallet and an empty Cheeriobox. His exhibit sparks conversation with its
startling size and complexity of objects.
Further down the hall in the
Other
Room
is
MUklOI
Christopher Lab/da's exhibit
"Blue Prints" l.ib/da's 'Blue
Prints" SR thar.u teri/ed by the
use of actual money within the
work, the thumb
print on the matting in place ot
.1 signature and
the use of perpeiKiitiii.n Unes
fnrni the print
to the matting
to make the

viewer
r e a 11 / e
the art

^L ^fc

■»^r

1

i

i

Zirkle House
previewed
new exhibits
Monday with
artwork by
three students.
Senior Marin
Abell presents
sculpture
work (bottom
toft), senior
Christopher
Labzda shows
off Ms "Blue
Prints" work
(directly toft)
and senior Suzi
Carter checks
out senior Pat
Bredland's
comic atrip,
-The Scarlet
Avenger"

1JUN (XM-TOAN/f rMrituliiw;<fcMr>(Rv*rr
extends beyond the confines of the frame. Each print
shows an American or foreign bill with an overlying
blue print. "The cyanotypes, or blue prints, exaggerate a
voyeuristic perspective normally equated with photography," Labzda said in his exhibit description.
The prints show various city scenes in photo-like quality. The combination of the currency and the photographic
blue prints gives viewers the sense that they are looking at a
snapshot of an entire culture. This results in a quasi-reverse
ethnography, or a cultural study, according to Labzda.
At the end of the hall lies the Madison Room, displaying
the comic strip of senior Pat Bredland. "The Scarlet Avenger"
details the life and alter ego of teenager Joe Bloom. Bredland
described the alter ego by writing, "Joe Bloom is an ordinary transparent teenager who goes through life invisible
to others, not as a nobody, but someone who has to hide his
true identity," he wrote. Bredland's black-and-white comic
circles the room, giving the viewer a glimpse of The Scarlet
Avenger's trials at school love life and rescues. Students can
relate to Joe Bloom's experiences as a normal teenager and
enjoy Bredland's sense of humor.
;Untitled." "Blue Prints" and The Scarlet Avenger" will be
on display through Sat., October 23.

From the beginning: A look at Zirkle's history
BY NICOLE MARTORANA

i onlribuling writer
Many of us walk by Zirkle
House every day without a ■ingle thought as to how it became
a part of (Ml
The Zirkle Hoatt la anything
bill |iisi another . ampus building Purchased in 194° for a
mere $13,500, the Zirkle HoUM
was prepared .is .i home for
former |MU president Samuel
Page Duke (1919-1949) uid Ins
wife after his resignation from
the university in August of that
year. This Location was particularly significant for Duke
because each day i' allowed
him to view the > ampul he had
contributed to and supported

for almost thirty years, according to "Madison College: The
First 50 Years by Raymond C.
Dingledine Jr.
lod.ty, the Zirkle House display! .i ooDacoon of galleries oflei

ine, ,i variety of mixed media, art
wort and photography by students
and guest artists lust opened in
the 1970s, the Zirkle House is one
of the only entirely student-run
galleries on the Hast Coast, accordenior and Zirkle House
employee Ann Prey
"It's about the students, for the
students I r«j said
Three of the tour galleries in
the house — the Artworks Gallery,
the Other t iallery and the Madison
Gallery —exhibit undergraduate and graduate work, while the

fourth — the New Image Gallery —
exhibits professional photography.
Every two weeks, new student shows are displayed, with
openings the first Monday of
each exhibit from 7 to 9 p.m.
The atmosphere is enhanced
with snacks offered at many
showings. Refreshments also are
available at Free Coffee Fridays,
where coffee is provided to ■
wandering viewers and amateur art critics. Zirkle House
staff tries to elicit community
involvement through poetry
readings and art auctions which
occur sporadically throughout
the year, Frey said.
For more information, check
out the Zirkle House Web site at
www.jmu.edu/zirklestuirrl.
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Spagettifest heats up this weekend

DESSERT: Pumpkin].

Cook with pumpkin to light up holidays
BY JEANNI

HERRMANN

contributing writer
l-one before they were used
to add decoration and excitement
to Halloween, putnpkias were
the recommended treatment tor
removing freckles and curing
snake bites. But these days, most
people relate pumpkins to ornate
jack-o'-lanterns and fall's homemade treats.
People began making jack-o'lantems at Halloween centuries
ago. The idea came from the Irish
myth about a man named "Stingy
Yummy Pumpkin Cookies
Ingredients:
1 1/2 cup brown sugar,
packed
1/2 cup shortening
2 eggs
1 lb. can pumpkin
2 3/4 cups flour, sifted
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 teaspoon cinnamon

Jack," according to The History
Channel When jack was not
allowed to enter heaven or hell
upin his death, the Devil sent Jack
on with only a burning coal, which
he put into a carved-out turnip, to
light his way. Legend has it Jack
has been roaming the earth ever
since. The Irish began calling this
figure "lack of the Lantern," which
eventuallybecameiack-o'-lantem.
People began making their own
versions of these lanterns using
turnips or potatoes, and they soon
discovered that pumpkins make a
great jack-o'-lantem.
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ginger
1 cup raiMiis
1 cup pecans, chopped

mixture. Blend well, add
r.nsins and pecans. Drop batter by teapoons on ungreased
baking sheets. Bake 12 to
15 minutes or until lightly
browned. Remove from oven.
Makes about 6 dozen.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
Mix sugar, shortening, eggs
and pumpkin thoroughly in
large bowl. Sift dry ingredients and add to pumpkin

Source: www.geocities.com/
Time$SquarelDungeonl2l46l
recipe.html

By ALEX SIRNEY
senior writer
Ihis hall break's main course will be
served on the Stokesville campground at
Mt. Solon.
Spaghettifest returns for the second time
to the Valley with hip-hop. funk, bluegrass,
country ana jam-band sounds. The three-day
festival will run from Oct. 15 to 17 will feature
1 'I Kinds — including Midnight Spaghetti and
the Chocolate G-Strings, Michael Glabicki
from Rusted Root and Adelyn.
Glabicki will be the most well-known
performer at the event "I'm looking to
Set out and play some smaller festivals,"
labicki said. Half of his performance will
consist of solo material, and the rest from
Rusted Root.
"Each band, they're all very different," said Mickey Glago, Spaghettifest promoter and owner of Midnight Spaghetti
Productions. "Whatever scene you're into, it
won't be overwhelming of one style..."
Tickets for Spaghettifest cost $25 before
and $30 on site, and include the cost of camping for the weekend. Food vendors will be
present. Spaghetti from JMU Dining Services
will be sold, but campers also can to bring
their own food. Participants are encouraged
to camp out, but bracelets will be issued that
allow re-entry each day, said Glago.
Performances will last from noon until

We were robbed.
Our window broken-

If you'd like 10

,

HAIR

remove some hair —
'Cause it's okay 'up here'
but not 'right there' —
Well, now there's

Beware!
IAMES UCHONE
1YI

-' l«f»

—

JAMES MCHONE

jclr,

■It Mil

permanent hair reduction,
Without the time

)

or painful production!

jCUflra

Our UCHT//../ Laser provides
comfortable...

75 CourtSquoie
Downtown Harrisonburg

5404331833

midnight Friday and Saturday, and from
noon until 8:30 Sunday. Campers also
can participate in late-night drum circles
, and enjoy the view from the Stokesville
Observatory for no additional cost.
Spaghettifest was started last year by
Midnight Spaghetti and the Chocolate
G-Strings to benefit non-profit organizations. The first Spaghettifest benefited
Fanconi anemia research.
"The whole purpose was to showcase all
the great people we ve met, and raise money
for agood cause," Glago said.
This year's Spaghettifest benefits the
OrangeBand Initiative, a non-partisan,
national organization which
increases
public awareness about current events.
"This is the first official fund raiser for
Orangeband as a non-profit organization."
Kai Degner ('03), OrangeBand founder
and coordinator said. "OrangeBand [grew)
from a discussion at lunch between four
JMU students."
OrangeBand will hold open discussions
throughout the weekend and will use the
event to kick off its fall Action Campaign.
The campaign runs Monday through Nov.
2. to address the upcoming election in 15
different forums on JMU's campus and in
downtown Harrisonburg.
"Bands should be in support of this."
Glago said "We exercise freedom of speech
through our music."

quick...
dramatic...
and permanent
reduction
of unwanted hair.

A You can get $ 100 fromnus
us
£(
without breaking our winjjew^j
One day left! to guess the weight of the infamous rock.
Stop by Jamas McHone Jewelers NOW! for your chance at artsy money.

Visit these Commonwealth One Partners for the
BEST DEALS on purchasing your next car or truck.

711 4th St. Srtanandoan
8ariFd»ar«lMo
250A E Mm St. Waynaaborc
IU Motor Car c. IK
1370 H Man SI, Harnaontxag
MWadaAatoWarM
3006 S Man St. Hamaonburg
Chart* OMugh ol Hamaonburg
3155 S Mam SI . Hamaonburg
CltykMon
3231 S Man St. Hamaonburg
Data* rUai. Far*
2587 S Man St.. Hamaonburg
DIM nmomal.i lac
2821 N WHay Pfta. Hamaonburg
Dick Bryant Chawatat-Paaajac
14171 Spotawood Trad, EPMon
EUiMoSakMlnc
1008 N Man St. Hamaonburg
EaatanaAuMMatl
237 E Marital St. Hamaonbun;
CW brtaranaas
8660 Port Rapubac Rd . Port Rapubac
Mamaonaurg Ntaaan
2275 E Markat St. Harrtaonbmg
ttarbaaaatWlrHln
'7n S Man St. Hamaonburg
Harnao-au.Hua.0WW
3040 8 Man St.. Hamaonburg
Harrtaoaaanj Hanaa, Mkatjbaaht
2675 S Man St. Hamaonburg
Jo.K»wman*u»rlaia
2455 E Martcat St. Hamaonbuig
JiMAMaMMtnc
1361 N bbarty SI Hamaontxag
KaaVlAmaSakM
6156 Spotawood Trail. Pam Lard
luaan'iafrlarrtaaakara
930 N Man St.. Hamaonburg
Kaaav'^AMaUan
IS»5Paaf St.. Hamaonburg
Laaaaark Maton
2910 3 Man SI . Hamaonburg
MiiinMiliiSataa
228 N Man SI . TimbanWa
■aarMMart
8325 S Eaatada Hwy. EPMon
IwyaraforfCa.
13968 Spotawood Iran, EPMon
S*y*.Art.S*~
711 arh Si. Snananooah
SflfaW-lAiratSalM
1000 N Man St. Hamaontxag
South Han Uatara
3211 S Man SI. Hamaonburg
tta.iHinmnntauaani
287 Laa Jackaon H«y. StaunMn
Mamani
3340 S Man Si. Hamaonburg
Sktvantoyata
2870 S Man SI. Hamaonburg
TmibarvtJa Avta SaWa
137 Naw Markat Rd . TPmbarv»a
»itai»iii iiiniin
34 Euoomar Spmga Rd.. McQahayavWa
iMrarMrMatsra
3266 S Man St. Hamaonburg
VIA Au» Sato
2429 Join Wayland Hwy. Hamaonburg

800.742 6206
540.941.0088
540 436.8275
540434.3800
540.434 6748
540.433 7335
540 434 0700

taWMEAPOWCREST E.N.T.
^rpftrxti lotyvnrtkr fintlfr
C. Wayne Gates. M.D.

(540)4339399
(866) 617-9399 (Toll Free!

CommonUJEflLTH

3360 Emmiiiv Road
Harroooburg. VA 22X01

ORE FEDERAL CREDIT URIOR

NEW&USEDCAR
SALES EVENT
WITH RATES AS LOW AS

540.434 3200
640.296 2277
540.432.1136
540 434 2000

r

4.24%*

' j October 15lh-17,h

540248.3373
800 763.7631

Friday 9-6 I Saturday 9 - 6 I Sunday 11-5

540.433.1600
540 432.1264
800879 9622
540.434.6731
540.433.6412
640.288.9677
540 432.1686
640.433 6565
540.434.3333
540.896 7021
540288 6004
540 2881271
540.662 1400
540.6744638
540.564 0990
540.886 3465

GET PRE-APPROVED!
Visit Commonwealth One Federal Credit Union

540.437 9906
540.434 1400
540.688 8888
540289.7791

NCUA

800.424.3334 I www.cofcu.org

540 434 1966
540 564 0962

WmUMItml
704 S 3rd SI Snanandoah

For a consultation, call:

540.662 3200

' The Annual Percentage Rale (APR) will be determined by credit worthiness
Mambanhlp opan to thou who Inn. work, worthip. or go to school In Hamionburg. VA
Ctrtain modal yaw lattlctkmi apply Contacl«lor mm attain
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Dukes to face
Black Bears
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer
The Dukes pack up
their perfect 3-0 conference
record and the Atlantic 10's
top defense for a trip north
to take on the University
of Maine Saturday. Whether
they remember to bring
their passing offense could
determine this conference
game's outcome.
The Dukes enter this week
with a 4-1 record, boasting
the nation's No. 17 ranking
in the latest'ESPN/US/4 Today
poll. Senior defensive back
Rodney McCarter was named
A-10 Defensive Player of the
Week and will lead the defense
against No. 12 Maine (3-2).
JMU's defense, which ranks
first in the Atlantic 10 in rushing
and scoring will try to stand
up against second team All-A-

10 quarterback Ron Whitcom!
and the Black Bears' offense.
"They have one of th
top wide receiving corps n
the league," coach Micki
Matthews said.
The Bears' wide receiver
including Christian Pereir.t
— who ranks third in the A 10 in receptions — will not
pose the only problem for the
Dukes Running back Marcus
Williams has the A-lf/s sixth
most rushing yards and is a
Walter Payton Award finalist
— the award for the nation's
most outstanding I-AA player.
Maine kick returner Arel
Gordon was the conference's
Special Teams Player of the
Week for the week ending Oct.
9, after returning a kickoff 88
yards for a touchdown against
the University of Richmond.
sa MAINE, page 16

Women's
soccer loses
to Cavaliers

FILE PHOTO
Sophomore linebacker Akeem Jordan had three tackles and an interception against the
University or Massachusetts last week. Jordan and the Duke* travel to Maine Saturday.

JMU continues hot streak

III I: PHOTO

Freshman midfielder Tristan Murray drives past a defender during JMU's
3-1 victory over VCU last week. The Dukes are 11-0-1 this season.

Sheridan earns weekly honors
Danny Sheridan was much
honored this past week.
The junior defender from the
undefeated men's soccer team
was named to the College Soccer
Neios national team of the week
and also was selected as the
Colonial Athletic Association
men's soccer Player of the Week
for the week ending Oct. 10.
In JMU's past two games,
Sheridan has scored two goals,
including a game-winner in the
Dukes' 2-1 vanquishing of CAA
foe, the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington Oct. 10.
His other goal came against
Virginia Commonwealth University

Women's golf
finishes last
at Tennessee
The women's golf team finished its weekend at the MercedesBenz Women's Champioaship
last in a field of 17 teams.
The tournament was hosted
by the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville, Term.
Ohio State took top honors,
finishing with 22-under par
total score of 874 Rounding
out the top five were Tulane
University and Tennessee tied
for second with Kent State and
Louisiana State coming in at
fourth and fifth.
The Dukes were the only
team to crack triple-digits over
par, carding a team 1U0 >
the tournament, including a final
round of 30 over par. They finished with a total score of 952.
Individually, the Dukes
were led by sophomore Diana
Meza and shot a final-round
76 and finished the tournament 21 strokes over par. The
'•"-t of the team consistently
shot in the Hi
JMU doesn't play again till
Nov. 1, when it takes part in
the Ross Kes.irts Invitational in
Southern Pines, NI.C.
—from staff reports
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in JMU's 3-1 upset of the No. 15
Rams. He has scored in each of JMU's
last four games. Those goals came on
fire shots.
Sheridan was also a part of
a Dukes' defense that has held
opponents in the past week to a
one goal a game.
JMU currently is ranked No.
15 in the College Soccer News
Top 30 poll and are one of five
undefeated teams in Division I.
The Dukes' (11-0-1X4-0) will look
to remain unbeaten Friday, when
they take on the Bison of Howard
University at the JMU Soccer
Complex. Game time is at 3 p.m.
—from staff reports

If you've been living under
a rock for the past few weeks,
chances are you havent heard
about the best team on campus.
Men's soccer upset No. 15
Virginia Commonwealth University
Friday at the JMU Soccer Complex.
The Dukes then came from behind
to defeat the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington
Sunday.
The two wins ran JMU's record
to 11-0-1 overall and 4-0-0 in the
Colonial Athletic
Association. The
Dukes currently
are one of only
five undefeated
teams in NCAA
Division 1 soccer.
If this still isn't
registering, wake up.
IntheThursday,
Sept. 16 issue of
The Bree2e, a story
ran about JMU's
JAMES
fast start, which at
IRWIN
the time was 4-00. If four straight
wins is getting out of the gate nicely,
then this record simply is running
away with the conference.
Stick around, because this gets better.
Much of the credit starts and
finishes with coach Tom Martin,
who is what sports Junkies simply call a "winner." Martin has
endured only one losing season
in 27 years of coaching both at
JMU and Virginia Wesleyan. He
has taken the Dukes to the NCAA
tournament seven times in his 19year tenure at JMU.

It doesn't hurt that Martin has
an offense that nearly can score at
will. Three JMU players — sophomore midfielders Kurt Morsink and
Mark Totten and junior midfielder
Bobby Humphrey — are ranked
in the top-10 in the CAA for total
points this season. Morsink's eight
goals tie him for second in the CAA
in goals-per-game. Totten leads the
conference in assists.
Still not satisfied?
Let's look at the defense, a unit
that lost senior Rob Overton to
graduation and was supposed to
struggle early without their former
leader. The Dukes have allowed
eight goals in 12 games. In other
words, Morsink has scored as
many goals this season as JMU's
opponents in 2004.
The benefactor of this steel curtain-esque defense is redshirt sophomore goalkeeper Kevin Trapp, who
has given up 0.62 goals-per-game, a
figure that leads the CAA.
Need more proof? Here comes
the hammer.
Since Oct. 19, 2003, JMU has lost
one game. One, uno, ein; You know,
the number preceding two. The
Dukes are 16-1-1 over that stretch.
No team in the conference is even
close to that. The fact is, this soccer
team nearly has been as consistent
as the New England Patriots.
Case closed. I'll see you at the
next home game, unless of course
you're content with staying underneath that rock of yours.
James Irwin is a sophomore SMAD
major.

The women's soccer
team was blanked 5-0 by the
University of Virginia Tuesday
night in Charlottesville. JMU
was outshot 22-2 in the nonconference matchup.
Tuesday was JMU's first
decision after two consecutive
ties in two Colonial Athletic
Association contests. The first
was a 0-0 affair against the
College of William & Mary Oct
3 and the Dukes finished tied
up at 1 with George Mason
University Oct. 9.
Highlights for the Dukes'
included junior goalkeepers
Jessica Hussey and Amanda
Hutchings coming up with seven
saves total — four made by
Hussey and three by Hutchings.
Also, in the 35* minute, JMU's
sophomore defender Shannon
Sheipp picked up a red-card,
forcing JMU to continue a player
short the remainder of the game.
Virginia improves to 11-11 overall with win, while the
Dukes fall to 5-3-3 and will look
to rebound on the road against
Drexel University Friday.
—from staff reports

Men's golf
completes
JMU Invite
The men's golf team
finished fifth in the JMU
Invitational Sunday.
Towson University won the
tournament led by Jeff Castle,
who tied a course record by
shooting a 63 and finished 13
strokes under par to take the
individual championship.
In between the Dukes and the
Tigers were Rutgers University,
Princeton University and St.
Joseph's University who finished
second, third and fourth, respectively, in the 15-school field.
The Dukes were led by
senior captains Barry Londeree
and Jason Robertson who each
finished one-under par with a
score of 70. Robertson finished
fifth overall after carding in
under-par in all three round.
Londeree finished tied with fellow Duke, redshirt freshman
Michael Chupka for 23'J. Senior
Jairo Irreno finished 35* overall
after shooting a final round 75.
JMU returns to the links
Oct. 25 in the Old Dominion
University Seascape in Nags
Head, N.C.
—from staff reports

Manson's CAA experience helps
Dukes' field hockey program
.

BY JESSICA MERRILL

contributing writer
As a freshman, current JMU field hixrkey assistant coach Kristen Martson participated in JMU'S 1995 upset over the 11-time
I oloiual Athletic Association champion
Old Dominion University Monarchs.
Now, Martson brings her experience
and talents back onto the field in hopes
of repeating history by taking the Dukes
back to the top of the CAA.
The 1995 season became the
'missing year" for the Monarchs I hey
were crowned CAA champions every
year from 1991 through 2002, with the
exception of JMU'S '95 title.
"Coming into the ("95 ODU) game,
we were the favorite," Manson said "We
kind of expected we would win. [Coach
c hnsty Morgan) made us believe there's
always a way to win, you |ust have to dig
down deep and find it in yourself."
Manson continues to refer to the moral
Morgan taught her.
It starts with believing in yourself and
believing in your teammates," Manson said.
The Dukes face Old IXiminion once
again on Oct. 22. In the meantime, coach
Antoinette Lucas said they have been
making the most of every practice to better Iheir skills and mentally prepare.
"Every day is critical for us to get Uiat
much better at our fundamental record,"

Lucas said. "We will be prepared. I think
every day will help."
As with any opponent the team visualizes the game as a way to prove themselves.
"1 think it's always a great challenge
playing them," Manson said. "In order to
be the best you have to play the best."
"[ODU coach Beth Anders] definitely
runs a great program. They're very
structured in their play; each position on
the field has something to do, you |ust trv
to get them out of that structure."
The girls don't seem to have trouble
playing for an assistant coach who participated in one of the most historical
events in JMU field hockey history.
"I always want to work hard for the
coaches." redshirt senior forward Alyssa
Santanna said. "You don't want to let the
team down, but you don't want to let the
coaches down either."
Sophomore midfielder Baillie Versfeld
said having support from coaches also is
important.
"There's no added pressure, but it is
alwavs nice to perform for someone,"
Versfeld said. "Having someone who
believes in you, I think, helps a lot."
With her history of playing Manson
brings encouragement to the Dukes.
"If s inspiring just knowing that she was
part of a team that laid it all out and got it
done," Santanna said. "Now she's back and
our team has the potential to do it again "

JMU lost to Virginia Tech Tuesday night In tour games.

Volleyball falls to Hokies
Senior middle blocker Kate
Fuchs moved within one block
of tying the JMU's blocks record
with a five-block performance in
Tuesday night's loss to Virginia
Tech. The record is 453, set by
Debbi Prince (1992-95).
In the match JMU fell in four
games. 30-23,28s30.30-23,30-22 at
Cassetl Coliseum in Blacksburg.
Junior outside riitter Emilee
Hussack and sophomore middle blocker Ashley Copenhaver
led the Dukes in kills. Hussack
finished with 17, while

Copenhaver posted 16. Fuchs
added eight kills of her own.
The Hokies finished with four
players in doubkxligit kills.
Since winning sevenstraight JMU is M. After losing
to Virginia Tech. JMU falls to
12-6 overall, while remaining at
2-3 in the CAA. The Dukes will
continue the quest for their first
road win Friday, when they travel to challenge the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington in a
CAA matchup.
— from staff reports
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It's P< werful
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reeze.org/classifieds
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The Breeze would like to thank Qdoba,
and everyone that came out, for their support Tuesday night.

HEfiBREEZE

MEXICAN GRILL

«£

<?
From Student Leader to

Dealer
by Joe Bertolino & Raphael Saler

Monday, Oct. 18
7 p.m.
College Center
Ballroom
FREE!!
Brought to you by The UHC Office of Health Promotions
Questions cell 6-3503
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SPRING
SEMESTER
SUBLEASE
roommate needed for Fox Hills
lo*nhousc.S325/mo.,ttonished. close lo
anna (m.lcorfemale) (J0D90S-7270

MAKE MONEY TAKING SURVEYS
Earn S10-SI25 for Survey* Earn
J25S250 for Focm Groups Vim
www c nth4xlud*nli com'brttie

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3 BR APT.
Private Closet and Bath, large living
room. Balcony with view, Kitchen.

RESUMES
$100.
Blue
Ridge
Community College (540) 453-2215.

BEDROOM
campus
432-7377.

Washer. Dryer. Dishwaaber. $350/
month plus utilities (540) 110-6323

I NEED
ROOMMATE!
female
roommate needed ASAP, tovmhoune,
[ $265/
mo.
(J7I)
235-0397.

NEW GLENSIDE
TOWNHOMES
on Devon Lane. 3 BR., 3 1/2 BA.
Fully Equipped Kitchen, Furnished
Bedrooms, Internet Provided. $350
Per Room Call Today: 540-289-9661.

PARKING SERVICES ia csmstjy
seeking students interested in working
for the student enforcement program.
We have shifts available on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings from 8a.m.12p.m. Apply on the web at www.
jmu.edu' parking, or in person at our
office located on the ground level of
the parting deck. Call 568-6105, or
e-mail jmuparking2004@hotmotl.com
for
additional
information.

CHARMING
TWO
I HOUSE
neu
| Quiet.
private

ljmVOFFCAMTUS.COM ii the mou
I complete source of student properties.
| Free. fast, and no login required.
Why give your personal info when
Fall you want is housing information?
I JMUoffcampu3.com
[DECEMBER
IBR
APT
$47J
SqutreHillspacious.
w'
d.
(views, 737sqft.
(S40| 438-J96J..
| SPRING SOLTHVIEW SUBLEASE
Rommate needed Spring Semester. $336
permonth MaleorFemale(57l)214-$058
JMl DIH IMPUSCOM it ihe only
I websile with free links to the majority
I of the JMU housing available for
2005-2006. See bow easy it is to be •
[ smart shopper. JMUoffcampui com.
2ND SEMESTER LEASES - Hunters
I Ridge and Country Club Court.
I E-mail
JwhetteH/^kee-ana^caioc tales.
| com
OR
call
(5401 433-7222.

MADISON MANOR- -Furnished 3
bdrm apt. 2 oaths available 12/15/04.
Prefer lease takeover, welcome sublease
Fireplace,
diahwaaher,
swimming
pool, lentus courts, bus stops nearby. 3
roomies. $220/ person, 2 rootniss, $330/
person. Best to e-mail mcgregkllajmu
edu
or
call
(540)
574-3039.

rrs never too aany. so go onane K
pemycu ad today!1

HONDA
ACCORD LX Gorgeous
Silver 1999 power everything, gnat
condition, brand new transmission
We're selling it because we just got
married and don't need 2 cars Only
$8,500(571)225-3650.
JEEP wrangler 1990 remanufacturcd
engine, lift. 33s, lots of erne's (540)
830-4126.

BARTENDINO! $250/day Potential
No experience necessary Training
provided (800) 965-6520 Ext 212
nXDM OM IM SI K'.TYS MAKES
YOU $75! www. GtlPoidToThuik.com
MAKE MONEY. Sl.'RY I YS Make
Money at Home Taking Surveys?
Is this possible? Fmd out the Truth

rinvm thebrteze. org

HELP

WANTED

wisl

DoubleMoneyNow com/index
php?cjtferral-luana (609) 265-0442

Gelng Abroad Spring Semester?
Ada to and aornsone

ATTN: PREMIERBUSTNESS SYSTEM
Work
anywhere!
$5O0-$60OO-/
Month. PT/ FT Full Training (800)
3MM16I7
or
www.FmWbrk4U.com

at

www TruthAboulSurveys.com

$450
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Schsatllliilg Bonus - 4 hours of your
group's lime PLUS our free (yea. free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundrsiser
Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or visit ww» iampujfunJrolscr.com
SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem
jumps from 13.500' from our 22
jumper
aircraft.
Gift
Ceruflcau!
877-DlVESKY
(877-348-3759)

Free Online Business
You can market
hundreds of products
from your own retail store.

www.thebreeze.org I THURSDAY, OCT. 14, 2004 115

SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS.
America's »l Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida Now hiring on-campus reps
Call for group discount* Information/
Reservations
1-800*48-4849,

ww* mmutl.com.
CAMPUS
REPSI
SPRING
BREAKERS! Earn money or discount
for all the hot Spring Break thpa!
New: Las Vegas. Puerto Valletta
28
years of Student
Travel.
Two fnse tripe
15 travelers.
l-866-SPRINGBresk
866-777-4642
www uiatpnnghrrak.com
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity
Cruise1 5 Days from $279' Includes
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach parties
wnh 20* of your favorite Iv celebrities
as seen on Real World, Road Rules,
Bachelor! Great beaches, nightlife.
Ethics award
winning
company!

www.SprimgBrcakTravel.com.
I -800-678-6386.

StudentCrty.com

Visit:
WANTED "DI-ERS AND -OM"ERS
If you participated in Destination
Imagination or Odyssey of the Mind
in High School, and would like
to become a part of a University
team.
LET
US
KNOW!
email
arrrauernli3umu.edu (540) 255-3439
PHOTOGRAPHER A
MUSICIAN
NEEDED Wanted phcMograpiMr A
solo musician for wedding 10/23/3004.
PHOTO: some formal A casual through
ceremony A recaption. MUSICIAN:
flute or violin, etc. for guatt seating,
procession, & recession
Call A
make offer. Kristin: (S401 43MN0
GOING TO COLORADO? Will pay
SI 00.00 for safe transportation of
a rocking chair from Hamsotkburg
to
Boulder/Denvar CO somatime
before Jan. 21. (540) 943-2632

kOf.-ll wlg3139JrmUrtclub.com
SECONDARY SURVIVORS GROUP
now forming. A safe and confidential
group
providing information
and
support for men experiencing a loved
one dealing with sexual assault Contact
John, de**tlja(aJmueJu or 568-3407.
TEMPORARY HEALTH INSURANCE
Looking
for
affordable
health
imurance? Look no further! Our Short
Term Major Medical plan provides
affordable
health
insurance
that
protects you for only dollars a day1
Call 438-0288 today for a tree quote

Your Ad Here
wuwAebrte3e.org/clmsifieis

lahamas Party

ruise

$299

Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
Uwttt hKtf On Spnrtg BreM GO'BANitfO
■angstvM f iW t% OaHia Me ■ |i^itmWmm tan
www Sprln5BftakTravtl.com

1 800-678-6386
.Spring Break 2005 ( haUenge
Find a better pnee! Lowest prices, free
meals, hottest parties!
November 6th Deadline!
Hiring reps- earn free trips A cash'
» » H . \ M /,./»/««hin u n. com

SPRING BKhAK "I Spring Break
Vacation*! Cancun. Jamaica, Acaculco.
Bahamas, Florida A Costa Rica. Campu«
Reps Wanted! Free Meals! 800-234-7007
cnJIe.wMimmeniitirs.com

Spring Break
Bin ill ririn((
OlHiiimBiea.

SPRING
BREAK!

Run, [«Tli & Rn

The Breeze
wishes you a fantastic

BaciUH.
SPRING
BREAK!
CANCUN.
AI'AIMII'O. JAMAICA From |499
• tax. Florida Si 59' Oui Cancun
Prices are SI00 less than others! Book
now! Includes breakfasts,
dinner
Ethics
award
winning
company.
View 500 hotel review* and videos at

www.SprlmgBreakTravel.com.

FALL BREAK
We'll see you again
October 21st!

I -800-678-6386.

preroiun}*</±
*>•

ICECREAM
Flavor of the Week:
f

Welcome Back,
Students!

Mf Wo* St
B*M»Kkfwt

PORk BBO Sandwich
wiTh FRIIS ANd A DR.NI<

Blueberry

Cheesecake

$5.99

Downtown: 433-3917

-

Treasures of the Earth

The 2005 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

6cm A Jewelry Shows
»vww.toteshows.com

2nd Annual Harrisonburg

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Leam about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Bead, Gem, Mineral 6 Jewelry Show
Rockingham County Fairgrounds
(On US 11 between 1-81 exits 240 A 243)

4804 S. Valley Pike - Harrisonburg. VA

October 22-24, 2004
Friday & Saturday = 10am -6pm

Sunday = 11 am-5pm

Admission $2 Ticket good all 3 days
Children under age 16 Free - Hourly door prizes A A Grand Prize
Jvbnlry waken, goldsmiths & silversmiths from all ov«r th« U.S. who eon
reconstruct, repair, design or make original jewelry from customer selected
gems, stones, opals and crystals. Com trass, wire wrap, wire seulptura.
beads, stone beads, pearls, stone setting, amber, opal, mineral and fossil
dealers. This show Is fun for the whole family. For Info check our website.
November 12-14. 2003 - Charlottesville. VA - National 6uord Armory

Kakthrough.
Give yourself a break.'

Requirements

>

1

Have an excellent command otthe English language
•Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 1,2005
'Be a U.S. citizen
1
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Applications are now available. The deadline lor applying is December 1.2004.
For more information and an application contact tbe Embassy ot Japan. JET Program Office
2520 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W.. Washington. DC 20008.
Call 12021238-6722 or email: jet^embjapan org.
The application can also be lound at www.us.emb-japan.go.jp

Hunter McGuire School

Open House

Avoiding every mirror you puss? It your medicine
cabinet bursting with pills and lotions that promised
to clear you acne, but are ineffective?
Forget the old remedies your parents used to try.
and take a look at a brand new. breakthrough

Tuesday, October 26

medical device that gels to the root of your acne

9:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.

problem The Clearlight system breaks the barrier
and destroys the most common bacteria causing
your acne

OMAm/ry//

±

MEAPOWCREST E.N.I
C. Wayne Gates, M.D.

(540) 433-9399
(866) 617-9399 (Toll Free)
3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Please join us!
•
•
•
•

VAIS Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership
Citizenship

(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org

•
■
•
■

Art, Music,
Technology, Spanish
After-school Program
Bus to Hourg & Waynesboro
74 Quicks Mill Rd.
Verona, VA 24482
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Matthew Stoss
Beanie

Alison F.irgo
Fun I

Kelly Jasper
Manh.iti-tn

M-M
M

.704

.651

11-13
4-4
.477
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M
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•8-16

M

JMU

JMU

Maine

Maine

JMU

UConn

OOonn

Wait Virginia

Wait Virginia

Wait Virginia

Florida St.

Vlrtuua

Florida St.

Florida St.

James Irwin
Sports Boy
31-13

Hon.

Visiting Team

4

L£\

=

Week 8 7

j--^ 1

■CJ.

Gri'.'n

Green Party

8-8
.686

NCAA
Mo. 17 JatO
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Today marks the return of
Picks of the Week commentary after two weeks of silence
— mostly because we have a half
page and empty space is sloppy
journalism.
A much-lesser reason for its return is to announce that for the first
time in recent history, the Administration has someone over 500.
Managing Editor Kelly "Manhattan" JaspeKs) has topped the
mark of mediocrity with a 6-2
showing last week to improve
her overall record to 23-21 If you
see her on campus, let her know
you're proud — we sure are.
"Applause."
Too bad Fargo continues to
languish in the POTW cellar
Without Jasper, it must be lonely
Go Sports Department for its
continued success — even though
the guest slot is creeping up with
consistent weeks.
In other news, we have a Toilet
Bowl special this week with the
Miami Dolphins visiting the Buffalo Bills. Both teams are 0-for and
they say someone has to win.
Another surprise game is
WVU at UConn, but we dig
UConn (an Atlantic 10 alumnus).
And after a certain letter to the
editor that deplored our fine
university as being classless, we
really want to pick against those
who hail from Morgantown because they art entirely overrated.
Go Huskies.

MAINE: Dukes prepare for northern cold
five running backs are JMU
redshirt sophomores Alvin
Banks and Maurice Fenner.
Banks is injured with a fractured tibia and will not play
against Maine.
Fenner will look to shoulder the load along with redshirt |unior Raymond Hines.
who ran for a career-high 123
yards last week against the
University of Massachusetts.
Much of the running game's

MAINE, fwmpagt )3
"That was how they won
that game," Matthews said.
Maine earned another victory on the road this season
against the Southeastern conference's Mississippi State, 9-7.
While the Bears' offense
has talent, their JMU counterparts also rank at the top
of the conference.
Two of the A-lCs top-
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success is due to the offensive
line's production this season.
"Por the first time since I
have been here, we have a veteran offensive line," Matthews
said. "They have been consistent and their consistency helps
build team confidence."
"We know we can run,"
Matthews added. "But we
need to become more balanced
on offense to consistently
win. We've got to work on the

throwing game."
The Dukes' struggling
passing game, which ranks
last in the A-I0, will try to
take advantage of a weaker
Maine pass defense.
The Bears have allowed a
conference-worst 317 passing
yards per game.
Matthews feels that team
morale is strong coming into
this Saturday's game.
"Winning close games

like we have builds confidence," he said.
The Dukes will need that
confidence traveling to the
Bear's den. JMU has lost its last
three trips up to Maine, including a 20-13 defeat last season.
However, this is not last
season.
"That was a competitive
game last year," Matthews
said. "But it's been a long time
since last year."

WRITE
SPORTS!
No experience
necessary.
Just send us an
e-mail.
It's easy.
breezesports
hotmail.com
540-568-6709
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Independent Marketing Associates Needed

Why Work for a Company When
You Can Serve the Nation?

Get the money you need when you need it!

Service. Dedication. Growth Opportunity.These are the hallmarks of a career

Now is the time to plan your strategy and consider
the advantages of running your own business!

with the Central Intelligence Agency. They're also the rewards of truly fulfilling

• Full-Time
• Part-Time

• Unlimited Income Potential!
• Be Your Own Boss!

work. Your talent experience and heritage can help meet America's intelligence
challenges. But only if you take the next nap.

Call Was Smallwood. Independent Associate, at (540) 607-6226 for full details.
We are currently seeking candidates for Contracting Officer, Finance
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Officer, Security Officer, Security Professional and Cartographer.

Research. Inquire. Apply online. Vliit www.cia.gov
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Applicants mutt have US citizenship and the ability to
successfully complete medical examination! and security
procedures, includlnf a polygraph interview EOE.

IHf W0«K OF A KAIhON
IHf CENTER Of INTELLIGENCE
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